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Parallel systems became a commodity
Addition of concurrent behavior
Leading to further challenges in program comprehension (e.g., debugging non deterministic behavior)
SynchroVis

Introduction

- City metaphor to improve program comprehension
- Visualization of the system’s static structure
- Dynamic behavior is gathered from information collected in monitoring\(^1\) traces
- Focus on providing a detailed visualization of concurrent behavior

\(^1\)http://kieker-monitoring.net
Our City Metaphor

Introduction

Figure 1: Our city metaphor
Figure 2: Thread building visualizing started threads
Figure 3: Synchronization with semaphores / monitors
Figure 4: Synchronization with wait / notify
Figure 5: Visualizing a deadlock in the dining philosophers problem
Related Work

- 3D visualization with the city metaphor
  - Software World [KM00], CodeCity [WL07], realistic 3D city visualization [PBG03], EvoSpace [DA08], hierarchical edge bundles [CZB11]

- Visualizing concurrency
  - UML-based [MW01, LMRR03, MCB07], not UML-based [DPJM+02, TBD10]
Future Work and Conclusions

Conclusions

Future Work:

▶ Space-optimizing layout algorithm
▶ Improve our metaphor by diversifying the look of our buildings
▶ Providing greater scalability of our visualizations

(=> ExplorViz presentation tomorrow)

Conclusions:

▶ SynchroVis 2 enables the visualization of static and dynamic properties of a software system
▶ 3D visualization of monitoring traces with the city metaphor for comprehension of concurrency

http://kieker-monitoring.net/download/synchrovis/
Future Work:

- Space-optimizing layout algorithm
- Improve our metaphor by diversifying the look of our buildings
- Providing greater scalability of our visualizations
  (=> ExplorViz presentation tomorrow)

Conclusions:

- SynchroVis$^2$ enables the visualization of static and dynamic properties of a software system
- 3D visualization of monitoring traces with the city metaphor for comprehension of concurrency
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